Does compulsory airtightness testing result in airtight buildings or creative ways of passing the test?
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**Abstract**

The ATTMA airtightness testing competent person scheme collects pressure test data from the majority of new build dwellings in the UK. A dataset of around 150,000 dwellings is available for analysis and shows surprising results. Measured airtightness for the first recorded test per dwelling is disproportionately concentrated at sharp peaks related to design targets. This is contrary to the skewed normal distribution expected from a process of building, testing, remedial works to seal the primary air barrier and retesting, and indicates that short term measures are being undertaken to pass the test that may not ultimately result in airtight buildings. We reflect on the purpose of airtightness targets and suggest ways in which the regulatory environment could encourage good design and consistent quality of construction.
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**1.0 Introduction**

Airtightness testing of new dwellings has been compulsory for new dwellings in the UK since 2006 (1). Compulsory testing was incorporated into the Building Regulations after evidence from measurements carried out in the 2000s (2-4) indicated that dwelling air permeabilities could be much higher than design assumptions, varying widely between buildings, and that therefore the existing regulatory process of robust construction details in use prior to 2006 (5) was ineffective on its own in terms of controlling the air permeability of new build dwellings to an acceptable level (6).

The theory for compulsory testing had previously been advocated by Lowe et al (7) in 2000. The authors argued that compliance with the Regulations should depend on a measured rather than modelled value achieving or surpassing a certain target permeability, so that construction practices and processes would be forced to produce consistently airtight buildings. Setting appropriate targets and requiring all or a high percentage of buildings to adhere to them should then both narrow the distribution and shift its mean to well below the target. The anticipated change in the distribution of airtightness of new dwellings upon imposition of compulsory testing with a limit of 10 m³/h.m² was illustrated by Lowe et in Figure 1, using a simple scaling rule to transform the old distribution into the new.
Two routes to achieving the design target were considered by Lowe et al in their argument: ensuring construction methods lead to sufficient airtightness when a dwelling is built, or not doing this and missing the target upon first test but undertaking remedial works to seal the building retrospectively until it passes a retest. These two methods were, and still are, both permitted in the Regulations. Lowe et al reasoned that proper remedial works addressing the primary air barrier would be prohibitively expensive for housing developers, and would therefore incentivise the development of processes that were more likely to achieve airtight construction first time without the need for remedial measures. Thus, the aim of compulsory testing in the Building Regulations was to improve airtightness and consistency through better construction (4).

The blower door pressure test is the mandated airtightness test method for the measurement of air permeability in the UK. A protocol developed by the Air Tightness Testing and Measurement Association (ATTMA) is used to standardise the test procedure (8). This describes how the building should be prepared, how the test should be conducted and what data should be recorded.

Four years after the introduction of compulsory testing, statistical analysis on several hundred test results presented a positive picture of airtightness progress (9).
However, small scale evaluation studies cast the quality of some of the data used in large scale analyses into doubt. Researchers replicating airtightness tests to check the values reported in regulatory tests have found their own tests to yield significantly higher air permeabilities than the compliance tests. For example, Johnston et al reported results 14-43% higher a month after the compliance test (10), UCL reported results 58-75% higher a week afterwards (11), and Littlewood et al report a result 83% higher four years after the regulatory test (12).

The causes of discrepancy between regulatory test result and researcher replication vary. Evidence is given in one case of 'potential falsified design documentation' (12). In other cases the discrepancy is thought be a result of two categories of post-construction sealing measures undertaken during the test. The first category will here be termed secondary sealing (11), referring to where sealant is quickly applied to the secondary air barrier (for example by sealing around the edges of skirting board). The circumstances of such secondary sealing implies that seals are likely applied with haste and a lack of proper preparation, and could potentially result in premature failure of some of the seals, leading to an increase in air permeability over time. The second category of post-construction sealing will here be termed temporary sealing, referring to where excessive amounts of adhesive films and tapes are used to progressively seal leakage pathways solely for the purposes of passing the compliance test and subsequently removed (7,10). Both secondary and temporary sealing could potentially be applied during the test itself: this will be termed in-test sealing. The ATTMA protocol specifies which types of temporary sealing are permitted and requires testers to state any deviations made from this for the purposes of the test.

As a result of the above, questions have been raised regarding the competence of testers, quality of test results (13) and longevity of airtightness (11). However, steps have been taken to improve test quality. ATTMA introduced a competent person scheme which now covers around 76% of registered testers operating in the UK (14). Furthermore, in 2015 mandatory lodgement was introduced for all testers in the scheme. As such, a large dataset of test results has recently become available for analysis: this dataset is the focus of the analysis presented below.

2.0 Data

2.1 Method of cleaning data

The ATTMA dataset provided to the authors contains 192,731 records collected from August 2015 to December 2016. Records comprise of a test result with accompanying metadata including the inputs to the air permeability calculation (8): flow coefficient, flow exponent and dwelling envelope area. The dataset of test results was filtered to remove duplicate lodgements and calculation inputs either physically implausible or falling outside of the range permitted in the ATTMA test protocol. In addition, a check was carried out for each site to ensure that the reported air permeability test result at 50 Pa could be recreated from the lodged values for envelope area, air leakage coefficient and exponent using the standard power law equation (8). Reported tests with input information missing or those in which the recreated result and reported result differed beyond rounding error were dropped.
The latter filter only eliminated 5% of tests, showing that the majority of test results are consistent with their recorded inputs. 158,418 tests remained after the cleaning process. Further processing was carried out on the cleaned dataset to map between test IDs and dwelling IDs, since a single dwelling can be associated with multiple tests where lodged re-tests or pre-completion check tests (known as pre-tests) have been carried out. Dwellings in the dataset do not have a unique address or ID, therefore the combination of plot number and postcode was used as a proxy for dwelling ID. Test date is also not present in the dataset, so to infer the sequence of tests for a dwelling the test results were ranked from highest to lowest and the highest taken to be the first test and the lowest the last. It was found that 92% of dwellings have only one recorded test.

The two further processing steps set out above – assigning each dwelling a unique ID and estimating the order of tests – introduce a small amount of error into the analysis. ATTMA are currently implementing changes to the lodgement process, firstly to provide more certainty on which dwellings have multiple tests and the temporal sequence of results for those which do, and secondly to detect implausible inputs or results at the time of lodgement.

2.2 Two important pieces of metadata

A notable piece of metadata in the ATTMA dataset is the design air permeability target for each test. The distribution of air permeability targets is shown in Figure 2. The distribution is dominated by a peak at 5 m$^3$/h.m$^2$, which could reflect that 5 is the default air permeability value used in the notional building recipe to set the carbon emission target under current new dwelling energy legislation in England (15). Other countries in the UK may use different notional building recipes to set their regulatory carbon emission target, although the ATTMA dataset is dominated by results from England. For example, the air permeability value used in the current notional building recipe for new dwellings in Scotland is 7 m$^3$/h.m$^2$ (16).

![Figure 2. Design air permeability targets for the ATTMA dataset.](image)

Another important piece of metadata provided for each dwelling is the intended ventilation strategy. The stated ventilation systems and their proportions in the ATTMA sample are given in Table 1. The frequency of the most common air...
permeability design targets from Figure 2 (3,4,5,6 and 7 m$^3$/h.m$^2$) are grouped by ventilation type in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ventilation type (Acronym)</th>
<th>Ventilation type (Full)</th>
<th>Proportion of sample with this ventilation strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>Natural Ventilation</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSV</td>
<td>Passive Stack Ventilation</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEV</td>
<td>Mechanical Extract Ventilation</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVHR</td>
<td>Mechanical Ventilation with Heat Recovery</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Other Ventilation System covered by a European Technical Approval. May include for example Positive Input Ventilation (PIV) or hybrid systems</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Ventilation types and prevalence in the ATTMA dataset.
Figure 3. Design air permeability grouped by design ventilation strategy.

Figure 3 indicates that the design air permeability is not significantly influenced by the choice of ventilation strategy.

2.2 Presentation of airtightness data

The outcome of the data cleaning and preparation described in Section 2.1 enables first tests and last tests to be identified. These distributions are shown in Figure 4A and B respectively.
Figure 4. First tests (A) and last tests (B).

Figure 4A and 4B both strongly reflect the distribution of design targets in Figure 2, with sharp peaks being observed at the main design targets, and with steep falls just above the design targets. The distributions of first and last tests are almost identical, reflecting the fact that 92% of dwellings have only one recorded test. The use of bin width 0.05 m\(^3\)/m\(^2\)h reveals a maximum in both plots of 4.95-5 m\(^3\)/m\(^2\)h, with local peaks at 3.95-4 m\(^3\)/m\(^2\)h, 5.95-6 m\(^3\)/m\(^2\)h, and likewise at less common design targets.

Figure 5 presents the data split by design target, highlighting the sharp cut off present at each target.

Figure 5. Air permeability distributions grouped by design target for the four most common targets.
In previous studies in the literature (9), statistical analyses have been carried out on the distribution of last tests. However, the nature of the distribution in Figure 4Figure 5 suggest that this would be inappropriate for two reasons. Firstly, central tendency statistics such as mean and standard deviation are not applicable since the distribution shape is far from normal and contains structure which simple parametric descriptions could not describe. Secondly, taking such unusual distributions at face value would overlook an important question: why do these distributions display these particular shapes? Specifically, two features of the distributions stand out: the apparent accuracy of the measurements relative to their design target, and the presence of such accurate measurements in the distribution of first tests. The section below discusses how these features could have arisen and what this may suggest about how regulatory airtightness tests are being undertaken.

2.3 Discussion of data and theory of its origin

The distribution of first tests should resemble the shape of a distribution of measurements. For example, it could be expected to be one or a combination of normal or lognormal distributions (17) for different dwelling types and constructions, with no sharp peaks or sudden falls, possibly skewed as it is constrained to be greater than zero. Indeed, a broadly lognormal shape was observed in the most recent dataset published before compulsory testing was introduced (18). Figure 4A differs from this expected shape due to its sharp peaks and discontinuities, representing very accurate first tests. For example, the most common measurements are within 0.05 m²/m³ below each target.

This apparent accuracy indicates that some process of measurement and intervention has already occurred by the time of the first recorded test. In 92% of sites, the first test was the only recorded test, indicating that the building had received all interventions by this stage.

This raises the question of what processes are occurring during the test procedure to lead to these measurement results. There are currently only a small number of studies which conclusively evidence bad practice during airtightness testing, such as studies in York and Swindon (10, 19) which found tape and other temporary sealing on gaps in the fabric. Other studies do not provide such conclusive evidence but allude to potentially widespread occurrence of dependence on secondary sealing to bring airtightness to the correct standard. For example, a review of the 2006 Building Regulations on energy (Part L) by focus groups with building control groups and other stakeholders concluded that:

“A perception lingers that it is too easy to be able to apply mastic extensively to bring the air test result to compliance”(20)

Similar conclusions were stated in a study of new dwellings in France:

“...it seems reasonable to think that for those houses, the envelope airtightness has been modified just before the measurement. Actually, testers often perform a preliminary test, and the house owner or builder use mastic to seal off some leaks before the tester performs another measurement, in order to comply with the requirement.” (21)

The small scale studies showing post-construction sealing, the above review studies indicating its potential prevalence and discussions with the ATTMA scheme manager (22) are combined here to generate a theory of how the observed data could have arisen, shown in Figure 6. The theory is based on the premise that interventions
have already taken place by the time the test is lodged. There are two types of intervention process. One process which could recreate the sharp peaks in Figure 4A is **in-test sealing**, and is shown schematically on the right of Figure 6. In this process, the air permeability test engineer maintains a test fan pressure of 50Pa whilst at the same time progressively making small sealing interventions (e.g. by applying sealant, adhesive tape or adhesive film) to improve the building air permeability until the indicated air flow rate through the fan shows that the air permeability would just meet the design target, at which point the full regulatory pressure test in accordance with the ATTMA TS1 standard is carried out.

Another possible process, shown schematically on the left of Figure 6, is **post-test remedial measure sealing**. Here, a repeated sequence of full pressure tests, remedial measures and re-tests are carried out until the measured air permeability is below the target. The ATTMA process requires that all tests including initial tests and all re-tests are lodged. However, it is possible that some testers are only recording the final tests. This post-test sealing process would not lead to the same measurement precision relative to the target as in the case of the in-test sealing due to the lack of immediate feedback on the success or otherwise of the remedial measures. The degree of test precision suggested by the dominance of the sharp peaks in the actual final test distribution when combined with the minority of lodged re-tests in the database would indicate that the results are likely being dominated by the in-test sealing process rather than post-test sealing.

![Diagram of test process](image)

**Figure 6. Theory of how the observed distribution of tests was generated.**
3.0 Discussion

A theory has been generated from the available data that pressure to achieve targets is leading to creative ways of passing the regulatory airtightness test using either secondary sealing or temporary sealing. Two implications are discussed below concerning airtightness and ventilation.

3.1 Effect on airtightness

Mandatory tests have not had the intended consequence of ensuring a distribution of air permeability with a median value well below their respective design targets and with a spread narrow enough to contain a specified proportion of tests (e.g. 90% or 95%) below each target (7). The distribution is instead concentrated at the targets. Furthermore, a proportion of the dwellings are hypothesised to have been built to a substandard airtightness at the point of completion and have been sealed during or before the regulatory test.

We return to the premise behind the argument for compulsory testing: that remedial works are more expensive than building to the correct airtightness on first attempt. This is logical only if remedial works involve expensive modifications to the primary air barrier, whereas the evidence set out in the above section instead points to secondary sealing of more accessible leakage areas. This is likely to be due to the difficulties in sealing primary leakage pathways, which are hidden behind building finishes such as plasterboard, flooring and boxed in services.

Since secondary seals are known to deteriorate (20), this could increase ventilation heat loss and draughts and decrease ventilation system effectiveness. However, there is insufficient evidence in the literature to quantify the potential deterioration over time.

A possible alternative approach used by testers to meet the air permeability target is that of temporary sealing carried out solely for the purposes of the passing the test. Where this process is undertaken, the recorded test result would not provide the real airtightness value of the dwelling.

Further analysis of the data using a Bayesian inference model (in forthcoming publication) has been carried out to estimate the distribution of airtightness before any post completion sealing has been carried out.

3.2 Effect on ventilation

A second consequence of the current regime of targets and testing concerns the ventilation strategy for the dwellings. The distribution of measured airtightness for each type of ventilation system is summarised by the box plot in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Airtightness by ventilation strategy.

Figure 7 shows very similar distributions of measured air permeability for all ventilation strategy. This is perhaps unsurprising, since Figure 3 highlighted the similarity of airtightness design targets between ventilation system categories. It is therefore concluded that either designers are not optimising the requirements for air permeability to match their approach to ventilation, or that disconnect exists between the ventilation design and the setting of the air permeability target in the energy calculation methodology.

The lack of synergy between the ventilation strategy and airtightness strategy is potentially concerning. Within the allowable range of air permeability in UK regulations (0-10 m$^3$/h.m$^2$), natural ventilation strategies would be expected to be associated with design air permeabilities towards the higher end of the range. Sufficient air leakage through the building fabric is then combined with simple intermittent through-the-wall vents and to some extent user behaviour to provide adequate fresh air. Yet, the majority of naturally ventilated dwellings in the ATTMA dataset have a stated airtightness design target of 5 m$^3$/h.m$^2$.

Conversely, at the lower end of the permitted airtightness range, the ventilation systems would be expected to provide the majority of fresh air supply to the dwelling, with mechanical ventilation systems being used in combination with low air permeabilities so that energy is not wasted heating more incoming air than necessary (23). Yet, from the data, the mechanical systems are not associated with distinctly lower design or measured airtightness values compared to natural ventilation systems.
In summary, the regulatory processes driving airtightness and ventilation do not appear to be working in tandem. Building design is therefore not being optimised, leading to the potential for energy savings for MVHR systems being under-realised and the possibility of poor air quality in naturally ventilated houses.

3.3 Reflection and Recommendations

The data presented in this article suggest that in a proportion of new dwellings, airtightness design targets are only being met after post-completion interventions have been carried out. If this is true, it indicates that builders are struggling to develop processes that can deliver airtightness on a consistent basis in order to meet targets as currently defined by the designers to satisfy the energy requirements of the Building Regulations. Furthermore, there is no relationship between design/measured airtightness and the as-built ventilation strategy.

These observations present an opportunity to step back and review the purpose and formulation of airtightness design targets in the UK and also to review the relationship between UK Building Regulations Part L (energy) and Part F (ventilation) (24) and how these impact on dwelling design. This has been recognised and tackled to some extent by existing industry bodies. The trade-off between energy and ventilation is discussed in CIBSE Guide A (25) but specific guidance is not given; more quantitative guidelines are given in BCA (26), and benchmarks of airtightness for naturally and mechanically ventilated dwellings are given in BSRIA (27).

One proposed implementation of this concept would be that ranges for design air permeability or air leakage in Part L are explicitly linked to the ventilation system requirements in Part F. It is suggested that ranges of airtightness are used to avoid the current situation where considerable effort is being made by testers to seal buildings to gain very marginal improvements in airtightness that would ultimately have little impact on energy or ventilation performance. Instead the target airtightness ranges could be defined as a range of acceptable bands of performance. It may be advantageous for the airtightness target range to be a requirement of the client at the contractual stage.

A suggested set of air permeability ranges is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air permeability design range (m³/h.m²@ 50Pa)</th>
<th>Ventilation system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>Very low energy dwellings with MVHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3</td>
<td>MVHR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>MEV and PSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>Natural Ventilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>Natural Ventilation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Proposed ranges of design air permeability and associated ventilation strategy

Developers would then be required to demonstrate that the dwellings at completion have a measured air permeability within the range specified in the design. However,
in order to avoid the same problems as observed in the data presented in this article where the test values are clustered around the maximum value of the range, builders would also have to demonstrate for compliance purposes that the mean or median test result and a specified percentage of the overall test distribution lie within the declared range and that there are no outliers within a specified band. This assessment of the distribution of performance could be at the site level for large sites, but could also be assessed across a portfolio of sites, especially for smaller developers where the sample size is likely to be small.

This compliance approach may give builders and designers the opportunity to develop more effective design and construction processes, to think about performance distributions and to understand variation in airtightness and how it might be controlled using different approaches to building design and/or on-site quality control processes. This is in contrast to the current system where the emphasis is on the performance of individual dwellings and doing whatever it takes to ensure each one has a test result below its design target. In addition, the suggested approach reinforces the link between energy and ventilation in the regulations.

Nevertheless, there is a sizeable literature on performance-based targets leading to gaming of the system the targets are trying to manage (28-30); therefore any approach based on measuring outcomes might be subject to manipulation in some way. The recommendation made above of inspection of and improvement of construction process as opposed to simply regulation of outcome has potential to discourage bad testing practices. However, there may be alternative solutions to that suggested here.

4.0 Conclusion

In this article we outline a theory of airtightness testing that indicates that gaming of the UK airtightness test procedure is taking place. This theory is inferred from the unexpected shape of the distribution of regulatory test results and as such is not conclusive proof that such gaming or manipulation of the process is occurring. However, the theory concurs with smaller scale studies which found evidence of both secondary and temporary sealing after completion of the dwellings.

More field studies of airtightness compliance tests are therefore needed to better understand what types of process occur to ensure dwellings meet their design air permeability, their prevalence and the motivating factors for developers, designers and airtightness testers. Specifically, there is a need to understand the pressures on design teams and construction teams to meet targets and how this manifests into testing practice.

The main consequence of meeting targets by post-completion sealing is likely to be a stock of new buildings that are less airtight than would be expected from the targets set by the energy regulations. Further work is therefore required to quantify the longevity of secondary sealing and the factors that could influence seal lifetime such as surface preparation, sealant type and leakage pathway. The nature of the current regulations for airtightness and ventilation performance may result in sub-optimal ventilation design. The recommendation given in this article is therefore to take the pressure off meeting exact design targets set by energy regulations and to consider how airtightness design could better incorporate both energy and ventilation strategy.
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